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Abstract 

 

The success and growth of the hybrid-cloud architecture have been hindered by the complexity of Identity and 

Access Management.  Security and complications of currently known and understood Identity Management 

platforms continue to plague the enterprises ability to utilize the full power of your cloud strategy.  

Authentication with username-password pairs, cryptographic keys, and CAC / PIV cards required the advent 

of an advanced architecture.   

A new model targeted at improving features of an existing model must not risk or threaten other important 

features of the current model. The architecture of cloud poses such a threat to the security of the existing 

technologies when deployed in a distributed environment. A new method cannot negotiate with the required 

functionalities and capabilities present in the current model.  A unified approach to authentication is needed, 

one that can simplify the tangle of disparate identity directories that incorporates the use of identity cards, or 

other credentials, while ensuring absolute security of these assets is essential.    

Efforts to solve this so-called "single-sign-on" problem have been met with significant vulnerabilities.  The 

absence of a usable, widely deployed, truly secure identity system for the Cloud and Web applications has real 

costs, beyond the simple inconvenience of having several username-password pairs while utilizing antiquated 

VPN technology for access.     

The purpose of this executive brief is to introduce a profound breakthrough in solving this very 

difficult and complex Identity Management problem.    

 

 

Problem 

The directory service is the critical component of all enterprise networks.  Each resource on the network is 

considered an object by the directory server. LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) remains the 

predominant standards-based protocol in which many directory systems are architected and deployed.  

Microsoft is the leader in market share of on-premises directory service, Active Directory (AD). The widespread 



adoption of AD is in part due to the suite of capabilities bundled within Windows Server Active Directory. Its 

capabilities include Single Sign-On (SSO), information sharing utilities, controlled access, directory identity 

store, Kerberos Network Authentication, AD Certification Services and more. As a result, many enterprises are 

simply highly invested in AD. Further, the reliance and complexity has increased over the years with the ability 

to "Federate" AD trees and forests with Active Directory Federation Service (AD FS). 

Enterprise accounts wanting to leverage cloud services and applications (hybrid-cloud) create a challenge for 

directory systems including Active Directory.  Hybrid-cloud networks are fraught with security vulnerabilities, 

starting with easily hacked Identity / Access Management platforms to cumbersome and outdated VPNs 

allowing access to critical data in disparate locations.   In many large enterprises, what has evolved is a very 

complex platform of directory forests that are built on many different networks depending on the security 

profile that is needed. The allure of Microsoft Azure AD and other SSO providers sounds compelling although 

when you "peel back the onion" you will find many pitfalls and valid security concerns. 

Risks 

There are three commercially available approaches to Identity Management and Access Management: Active 

Directory Federated Synchronization, Active Directory inbound federation via SAML 2.0, and "3 legged 

OAuth" application to obtain a security access token used in most Single Sign-On services. As stated before, 

all three have vulnerabilities which can and have led to cybersecurity breaches. 

A compromise in an AD database can cause catastrophic damage. Most often the network administrators don't 

realize AD has been compromised for days, months and even years. Once in, hackers and bad actors have full 

access to resources, data and security credentials throughout the network domain. They can even set up 

administrative accounts without being detected. Much more on the research and articles are pointed out in the 

Appendix. 

Problem and Risk Summarized: 

1. Uniquely complicated Active Directory Structure 

► Many trees and forest structures are managed in "shared service agreements" inter 

and intra-agency where the network administrator many times is not authorized to make 

changes 

► Inter / Intra-agency AD federations are very large and complex 

2. Enterprise is reluctant to consume cloud resources in part due to Perceived and Real security 

risks associated with identity and access management 

► Risks with the three commonly used approaches to cloud authentication, Active 

Directory Synchronization, Active Directory inbound federation via SAML 2.0, and 3-legged 

OAuth application to obtain an access token which is used in most SSO approaches. All 

these approaches are viewed by many as a security threat. 

 



Identity Management with Zero Attack Points 

There must be a new Identity Management software solution to provide a secure Identity Management / Access 

Management approach that closes the door on the three named vulnerabilities discussed earlier in this paper. It 

should provide an extremely secure yet easy to manage service while removing the risks and complications 

associated with AD organizational structures and fully integrating digital credential support. This, in turn, would 

allow for easy migration for mobility, cloud services, software-as-a-service and even solve the difficult task of 

Active Directory Federation to provide a "Virtual Federation Service". 

A possible approach should leverage the existing AD environment behind the enterprise firewall, with No 

inbound ports open on the firewall and without synchronizing security credentials into the cloud. This approach 

vastly reduces risks to the enterprise. Utilizing a Trust Relationship capability to build “trust” between internal 

network Agents can provide a powerful tool for the creation of virtual federations between disparate AD 

systems with no disruption to their existing AD systems.  This is similar in function to AD Federation Services 

(ADFS) although much easier, faster and safer to deploy and break-down versus ADFS.  This Trust 

Relationship feature puts in place the framework necessary to bridge complex AD systems as the enterprise 

makes its migration to hybrid-cloud and mobile applications.  Additionally, the Enterprise can create permanent 

or temporary relationships for the people (identities) who need access to those specific resources, that would 

help resolve many issues of temporary federation enterprise commonly need throughout the year for various 

business requirements.  

Solution Summary 

A unified approach to supporting authentication and authorization with full digital credential support enables 

organizations to leverage their existing identity access management infrastructure, realize enhanced security 

while reducing operational cost. 

Companies can continue to manage their existing Active Directory inside their Perimeter LAN behind the 

firewall and extend its authentication to cloud applications without the complexity and vulnerabilities of ADFS 

and other SSO inherent weaknesses that all competitors have. 

► No inbound port to be opened on the enterprise firewall, no inbound NAT or port 

forwarding rules 

► No outside copy of the Active Directory in the cloud or any place that doesn't belong to the 

enterprise and always in a place that is under their protection 

The technology would deploy a resilient and sealed channel with no cyber-attack points as the foundation for 

the solution.  This sealed channel is a Twice Encrypted, Twice Mutually Signed, Two-Layer, WebSocket (T3W) 

technology which is a unique, purpose-built technology platform that provides a very secure double-encrypted 

channel that arbitrates between a cloud-based service and the on-premise network without opening inbound 

ports on the enterprise firewall.  The secure channel can then be used for a variety of services including in phase 

one, Identity Management with Opaque / Anonymous user identities. In later releases, encryption key 

management and related services, ubiquitous database access, remote digital signature, object and document 

access from and to on-premise file servers.  



 

Application of Solution 

 

Technical detail overview:  The channel is created with an outbound connection request from a Data Access 

Client behind the firewall to the cloud-based data-request server.  The connection is established with the cloud 

based data-request server via secure web socket with mutual x509 certificates and perfect forward secrecy.  

 

Illustration 1: Secure dual-encrypted outbound-only channel. The hermetic tunnel should be TLS 1.2-1.3 

with Perfect Forward Secrecy; and all payload traffic should be further encrypted with unique keys per-

session. 

 

Illustration 2:  No inbound ports on the firewall, outbound unidirectional secure channel only 

 

In addition to simplifying identity and access management infrastructure, two key benefits of single sign-on 

(SSO) are increased user productivity and reduced operational costs, realized by fewer authentication-related 

help desk calls and the elimination of redundant user credential stores. With SSO, users don’t have to maintain 

multi-system credentials or enter them separately for every application, and they have fewer password resets or 



other access management–related issues. Leveraging a centralized source of authority for access management 

and authentication reduces the chances for orphaned and duplicate accounts. A unified approach to supporting 

authentication and authorization for web applications enables organizations to consolidate identity access 

management infrastructure and realize enhanced security at a reduced operational cost. 

Over and above the obvious advantage identity and access management for cloud applications, this solution 

can provide the ability to centralize and manage on-premise authentication while reducing the overhead of 

continual changes to active directory and key-management.  With this solution you can utilize the service for 

Managing & Protecting Data Access Security, App Realms, User Groups and Roles, keys and secrets on-premise 

including RNG, Static, Ephemeral, digital signatures and more.  

 

Illustration 3: consistent use for both cloud and on-premises management 

 
 
  



Appendix 

 
Small Sample of Known Exploits: 

➢ Active Directory Security Exploits 

 
https://adsecurity.org/?p=2362 
 
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2960738/cybercrime-hacking/researchers-
show-how-to-steal-windows-active-directory-credentials-from-the-internet.html 

 

➢ Articles online regarding SAML weaknesses: 
 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SAML_Security_Cheat_Sheet 
 
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity12/sec12-final91.pdf 
 
https://blog.sendsafely.com/web-based-single-sign-on-and-the-dangers-of-saml-xml-
parsing 
 
https://security.stackexchange.com/questions/13186/what-are-the-potential-
vulnerabilities-in-a-saml-based-sso-approach 

 

References: 
 

• Zero Trust Networks definition and explanation:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero_Trust_Networks 

 

• Forward Secrecy definition and explanation:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_secrecy 

 

Other Considerations: 
 

▪ Physical location of SAML IdP service within your trusted network means opening ports on 
your firewall with inbound rules to reach it 

 

▪ The SAML IdP service can query your Active Directory, if it’s compromised your AD is 
compromised too 
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https://blog.sendsafely.com/web-based-single-sign-on-and-the-dangers-of-saml-xml-parsing
https://blog.sendsafely.com/web-based-single-sign-on-and-the-dangers-of-saml-xml-parsing
https://security.stackexchange.com/questions/13186/what-are-the-potential-vulnerabilities-in-a-saml-based-sso-approach
https://security.stackexchange.com/questions/13186/what-are-the-potential-vulnerabilities-in-a-saml-based-sso-approach
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero_Trust_Networks


▪ Not all applications and services support SAML: some apps might require Oauth, or Java Web 
Tokens, or even hybrid validation schemes based on custom REST API.  

 


